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Calendar

August 8

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

August 8-9

IADCTA Recognized Schooling
Show & Ride-A-Test

Middle River Ranch - Winterset,
IA

August 10

NDA Board Meeting

Misty’s, Havelock, Lincoln, NE

August 15

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

August 22-23

Madison County Dressage
Classic I & II

Maffitt Lake Equestrian Center Cumming, IA

September
5-7

Sarah Martin Clinic

Middle Cross Stables and Still
Waters Equestrian Academy

September 12

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

September 14

NDA Board Meeting

Misty’s, Havelock, Lincoln, NE

September
19-20

Debbie McDonald Clinic

Providence Farm, Palmyra, NE

September 26

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

September 27

Schooling Show Championships

Lancaster Event Center

October 9-11

USDF Region 4 Championships

St. Louis, MO

October 10

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

October 12

NDA Board Meeting

Misty’s, Havelock, Lincoln, NE

October 17

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

Do You Have News?

October 18

Ride a Test

S&L Stables - Bennet, NE

October 24-25

Nebraska Horse Expo

Lancaster Event Center

The Contact is now MONTHLY!

November 5-8

US Dressage Finals

Lexington, KY

November 7-8

Western Dressage World
Championship Show

Tulsa, OK

November 14

NDA Annual Awards and Banquet Parker’s Smokehouse, Ashland,
NE

November 28

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

December 12

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE

December 14

Rider Fitness Workshop

The Trade Center - Lincoln, NE
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Two-Tempi Challenge
Mid-Year Update
from the President

4

Board Member Bio:
Jenae Tilford

7

USDF Connection

8

Classifieds

9-11

“Embracing
Incompetence”
- Dressage Today
Magazine with
Eliza Sydnor Romm

NDA is pleased to share more
news and information with you,
and we want to do the best we can.
So, please submit your stories and
photos to:
newsletter@nebraskadressage.org

Are we missing something? It’s hard to squeeze it all in one page, so
check out the online calendar for more details. If you have something
you’d like to add, contact our webmaster with event details.
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TDF’s

Two-Tempi
Challenge

Photo Credit: Pat Girard

WHAT IS TDF’S TWO-TEMPI CHALLENGE?

THE WINNERS

Riders who have horses capable of doing two-tempi
changes are invited to participate in a Regional and National
competition to raise funds for The Dressage Foundation (TDF).

At the end of each calendar year, TDF will announce National
and Regional Two-Tempi Challenge Champions and Reserve
Champions, based on the number of completed consecutive
two-tempis performed.

Each rider works with an individual, GMO, stable, or any
group of dressage friends that is willing to make a pledge to
TDF for each two-tempi change.
All donations are used to support TDF’s programs, grants,
and scholarships.
A Two-Tempi Challenge can be held at a show, during a clinic,
or even at your local barn with your friends. It is a fun way
to bring your equestrian friends together to support the
dressage community.

RIDERS
The horse and rider teams may use the best of three
efforts. Start the count with “one” on the first flying
change and count to the last two-tempi. If a change is not
clean, it still counts as a two-tempi. As soon as the horse
loses count (by doing a one-tempi, a three-tempi, or no
change), the effort is over. A horse and rider combination
can participate monthly in the Two-Tempi Challenge.

There will also be awards for the top two groups that raise the
most donations for TDF.

SUBMITTING YOUR VIDEO
Your Two-Tempi Challenge must be videoed and sent
via YouTube, email, or DVD to TDF (using a cell phone
to video is acceptable). A link or file can be emailed to
info@dressagefoundation.org, uploaded on our website,
or mailed to TDF’s office. You will receive confirmation
that TDF has received the video and pledged donations.
TDF’s Two-Tempi Challenge will be open to interested
riders and donors until December 31, 2015.

QUESTIONS?
For more details about TDF’s Two-Tempi Challenge,
please contact us at:

SUPPORTERS

(402) 434-8585
info@dressagefoundation.org
www.dressagefoundation.org/two-tempi-challenge

Any individual or group may pledge to support the
horse and rider team. The group or individual may
pledge any dollar amount per change that the rider
successfully completes (see above).

The Dressage Foundation
1314 ‘O’ Street, Suite 305
Lincoln, NE 68508
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Mid-Year Update
PROVIDENCE FARM SCHOOLING SHOW
from Melissa Ward
2015 NDA PRESIDENT

cannot thank our organizational
team enough for making
Mid-Year
Update
PROVIDENCE FARMwe
SCHOOLING
SHOW
Hello,
NDA members!
it such a special experience.

from Melissa Ward

As we roll into August, I hope you and your horses are finding
ways to stay cool and enjoy the summer together. It’s been one
heck of a year for NDA, and it’s hard to believe we’re halfway
to 2016!
I’d like to thank everybody who has helped with, organized,
and attended our many fantastic events this year! We’ve seen
lots of top-notch clinicians come through the area, and have
been fortunate to have several first-rate, local educational
events. Our outstanding USDF Region 4 Adult Clinic in May
was an especially successful event—NDA was so proud to host
(thanks to Providence Farm for offering a great facility) and

Our Competitions Committee absolutely outdid themselves
at this year’s Cornhusker Classic, and I want to personally
congratulate each and every rider, coach and volunteer
for making that weekend run smoothly. We received
unprecedented amounts of positive feedback from our judges
and technical delegate, who said our footing was on par with
international competitions and our planning and execution
was better than many professional showrunning organizations.
I am so proud of our absurdly talented volunteer team and our
community for showing off our excellence.
NDA’s Junior Representative, Jenae Tilford, has been hosting
several great parties for our junior NDA members this year,
and I know she’s got another special event planned for the
holidays, so keep an eye out for that.
Did you participate in some of our awesome NDA-recognized
schooling shows this year? Then check your scores and see if
you qualified for the NDA Schooling Show Championships,
coming up on September 27 at the Lancaster Event Center.
This could be your chance to take a victory lap!
And make sure you SAVE THE DATE for the year-end
banquet and awards ceremony on November 14 at Parker’s
Smokehouse in Ashland. It’s going to be a blast.
I want to know how you—yes, YOU—are doing. Are you
enjoying your NDA membership? Do you feel like our shows,
social events, education, and community are strong? What can
we do to help you feel more involved? What kinds of events
would you like to see us offer in the future? How can NDA
help you and your horse succeed?
Please write to me with these or
any other suggestions at president@
nebraskadressage.org. And if you
see me at a show or event, stop me
and say hi! (I give free hugs.)
Melissa Ward
2015 NDA President
president@nebraskadressage.org
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Board Member Bio
Jenae Tilford

Hi, my name is Jenae Tilford, and I have been riding
horses since I was three. I began riding and showing
dressage at the age of ten, and have been hooked ever
since! I’m going to be a freshman at Norris high school
this coming fall. I plan on playing soccer and volleyball.
I currently own a horse named Brock who is a Trakehner/
Thoroughbred gelding. He is 23 years old and is very
sweet. We are showing at Training and First Level. He
definitely has spunk and acts like he’s five.
I joined NDA in 2010. This is the first year I have ran
for the board and my first time being on the board!
They are all a super lovely group and have so many
great ideas, it’s been an absolute pleasure being on
the board.
-Jenae Tilford
junior@nebraskadressage.org
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Favorite thing to do outside of riding horses:
My favorite thing outside of horse riding would have to
be hanging out with my friends and family, oh and go
tack shopping or shopping in general!
Jenae’s favorite movie, Brock’s favorite movie:
Mine would have to be the Harry Potter movies, I don’t
have a favorite of them I love them all! Brock’s would
definitely not be a horror movie we already are scared
enough when we’re riding and we don’t need that sort
of negativity! He would probably like something funny
and calming maybe like a documentary.
With an unlimited budget in a tack store, what three
items would you buy?
1. Boots- a girl can never have too many.
2. Saddle pads.
3. Polo wraps- there are so many different colors,
you’ve got to have them all!
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Did you
know
that as a
member…

…you will receive
complimentary
issues of the award
winning USDF
Connection?
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d

Classifieds

We can help you sell!

Dressage Saddle
Make: Passier
Model: PSL
Seat size: 18”
Tree: Extra Wide
Color: Black
Condition: Excellent (used)
Price: $1000 (plus any shipping)
Fits big bodied warmbloods, Morgans, and Quarter Horses.
CONTACT: Angie McClelland at angiemcclelland77@gmail.
com or call 402-617-7053
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How to Embrace “Incompetence”
An article from Dressage Today Magazine,
by Eliza Sydnor Romm
You know that feeling you get when you
watch a really good rider on a really
beautiful horse? Let’s say it’s Charlotte
Dujardin on Valegro, and you have the
feeling that the horse and rider are doing
the movements effortlessly, without a
care? Now, I bet you also know that
feeling of trying to accomplish something
with your own horse, but instead, you
end up feeling utterly and completely
incompetent.
Dressage is incredibly hard, and in the
beginning, it’s difficult to really understand
what it is you’re supposed to be doing
in the first place. Beyond that, it’s even
harder to get your brain to make your
body do what it is that you want, even
once you know what that is. The
added difficulty of our sport is that
then we have to make the horse,
another species, also understand
what to do and then we must
get his body to do it, too. Phew,
it sounds exhausting just writing
about it—and maybe even a little
depressing.
There’s good news, though.
Absolutely everyone (even
Charlotte Dujardin, I’m betting)
knows that same feeling of
incompetence and they have had to
deal with that over and over again
throughout their learning process.
If we, as riders, can learn to embrace
those moments as a very important part
of our learning curve, we can move past
them more quickly to faster approach
those feelings of competence and then
maybe one day, even that feeling of
effortlessness.
To make progress through this learning
process, it is helpful to understand
a model called “The Four Stages of
Competence” and it applies to learning
any skill in the world.

This idea was developed by Noel
Burch, who was working for well-known
psychologist Dr. Thomas Gordon in the
1970s. The stages are:
• Unconscious Incompetence
• Conscious Incompetence
• Conscious Competence
• Unconscious Competence
Everyone, and I mean everyone, must
go through these four stages to learn any
skill in the world—piano, reading, soccer,
woodworking, skydiving, arithmetic
and, yes, dressage. In this article, I
mostly want to focus on the first two
stages: Unconscious Incompetence and
Conscious Incompetence.

the concept of riding a horse on the bit in
a round frame. Think back to when you
first started riding, maybe when you took
some basic hunt seat or Western lessons.
No one ever talked to you about riding a
horse “round” and “into a connection,” and
you probably never even thought about it.
You held the reins, used them for steering
and stopping, tried to be careful with your
hands and that was that.
Once you started progressing
in dressage, at some point you
became aware of this concept
of riding a horse on the bit. You
probably first noticed that most
dressage horses look different in
the way they carry their heads and
necks.
And then you hopefully had a
teacher who began to explain to
you how this concept works, both
for the horse biomechanically, and
how you, as the rider, can help
make it happen.

I know those both sound pretty
depressing, but they are hugely important,
and we can’t move into the competence
stages without them. As a teacher, I see
a lot of people trying desperately to skip
one or both of these stages, and although
that desire is understandable, it makes
learning harder and longer in the end.
First Stage: Unconscious Incompetence
This stage basically means you don’t
know what you don’t know. Let’s take

Second Stage: Conscious Incompetence
This Conscious Incompetence stage
means that you know what it is you want
to do, but you still are unable to do it. This
is the most frustrating stage for anyone in
learning. So now you know that a horse
can go round and a rider can ride a horse
on the bit. But then you’re left with the
question: how in the hell do you actually
ride a horse on the bit? This is where
every rider in the world needs to do two
things: find a good trainer and be a good
student.
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How to Embrace “Incompetence”
continued from page 9

The Pitfalls
I know it
would be
much more
fun to now
go on to
the stage of
Conscious
Finding a good trainer seems pretty
obvious, but it isn’t always easy. You
need someone to explain the concept
to you, show you how to do it (over and
over and over again) and hopefully put
you in situations where you feel the right
thing (over and over and over again),
even if only for brief moments.
No matter what kind of learner you
are (visual, kinesthetic, verbal, etc.),
it won’t work to learn a concept from
only one method. Reading about
riding a horse on the bit can be great,
but reading alone will not make you
competent. Watching good riders is
important, but no matter how much
you watch someone ride a horse round
into a steady, soft connection, it will not
make you competent. Riding a horse
who knows how to go round easily is
incredibly helpful, but, unfortunately, that
will not always transfer to competence in
riding your own horse round.
This is where being a good student
comes in. You have to employ all of
the mentioned techniques, but, most
importantly, seek out the advice of a
good trainer who will help you. You
have to be honest, both with yourself
and with the trainer, about how little you
know. This isn’t meant to be demeaning.
Really ask yourself: Do I understand
the concept? Then: Do I understand
the steps of how to go about doing it?
A good trainer should go over these
questions with you in detail, without
assuming you know the answers. As
a good student, you should ask lots of
questions without assumption either.
And then comes the hard work of trying
and failing and trying again and again
and again.

Competence, where you finally start to
get it, even though you have to think
really hard about it. But I want to sit with
these first two stages a little more. Why
do some people resist them so much?
For starters, it’s often embarrassing to
learn that you didn’t know something
and really frustrating to not be able
to do it well. But if you allow either of
those emotions—embarrassment or
frustration—to keep you from being a
good student, you will slow down your
progress. Another common term for this
feeling is to be “outside your comfort
zone.” When many people reach this
point, they often retreat back into the
safety bubble of their comfort zone.
I feel that dressage, especially, lends
itself to people pretending they know
things that they don’t. The vocabulary
we use in dressage is so specialized
that it is very easy to get lost as a
beginner. Say you’re at a show and
the judge says, “You need to drive
your horse more into the outside rein
so that he engages the inside hind leg
and comes more uphill with better selfcarriage.” I know you are really thinking,
“Come again? Was that English?” But
instead, you just say, “Oh. OK.”
You should never feel embarrassed
about not knowing something, no matter
how long you’ve been riding. If you ask
an honest question, a good trainer will
never say, “I can’t believe you don’t
know this!” If your trainer makes you feel
stupid or embarrassed for not knowing
something, you need to find a new
trainer. Now.
Often, we think we want to work on
some skill—like riding our horse round—
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but we find out that some prerequisites
to accomplishing that skill are missing—
like having a balanced enough seat to
be able to ask our horse to go on the bit.
When you and your trainer start breaking
down what is needed to accomplish
something, you will probably have to go
back a few steps to discover that you
need to improve other, easier skills that
you thought you had down. If you resist
this temporary regression, you’re not
holding up your end of the deal of being
a good student.
This is another pitfall to which dressage
riders are especially prone. As a trainer,
I have had a new student arrive who
wants to work on a specific movement—
let’s say it is the half pass. But I find that
her basic position is not good enough
yet, and I want to be a good teacher
and try to work with her on improving
her seat so that she can have a better
connection over the horse’s back, which
will eventually improve everything,
including the half passes. But if the
student says, “Look, I don’t want to talk
about how I sit, I wanted your help with
half passes,” that rider will slow down
her progress or maybe never get to
where she wants to go.
Embrace It
So, you know deep down inside that you
don’t completely understand something,
and you definitely know that you’re not
super good at it yet. The best students
and those who progress the quickest
embrace these feelings and take them
on as a positive challenge. They don’t try
to make others think they know things
or cover up their incompetence by riding
alone or avoiding the issue.
When I have that oh-so-familiar feeling
of incompetence, I try to make myself
think: Yes! This is the first step to
learning this skill inside and out. Now,
maybe I don’t completely feel that way,
but I try to say it to myself as a reminder.
The next question I ask myself is: Do I
truly understand what it is I’m trying to
do? And then, How do I do it? I’m going
to need the help of a good trainer. I’m
going to need to watch good riders do

How to Embrace “Incompetence”
continued from page 10
what it is I want to do and I’m going to
need to try it over and over and over
while I continue to ask questions.
The best way to deal with that awful
clutsy feeling of incompetence is to
laugh.And then experiment. Chuckle at
your lack of coordination and then start to
ask questions and experiment until you
get it—just for a second—and then try to
get it again.
The joy of this sport (and the horror) is
that you will run into these four stages
again and again as you progress. Every
time you get to the next level there will be
new concepts to learn and new skills to
perfect.
Every time you get on a new horse, you
will find there are things you didn’t know
and something that doesn’t work with
this horse the way it did with the last one.
You get to decide if this is exciting or
depressing. And the way you approach
these learning challenges will definitely
affect the outcome.

Allow yourself to go through each
stage—Unconscious Incompetence is
where you admit to yourself and your
trainer that you don’t know something.
Conscious Incompetence is the time
for you to sit with the fact that while you
understand the concept, you still can’t
quite do it yet. And from there you and
your trainer can break down the ways in
which you will become competent.
Conscious Competence will eventually
come, and you’ll finally feel able to do
what it is that you wanted, but you’ll have
to think about it every step of the way.
If you continue to be a good student by
asking questions, experimenting and
pushing yourself a little outside your
comfort zone, then you’ll finally reach the
stage of Unconscious Competence.

immediately. And then, if you have a
good trainer, she’ll say, “Congratulations!
You’ve gotten so good at that. Now, we’re
going to move on to this next skill.” And it
will start all over again.
Eliza Sydnor Romm works as a
dressage trainer and instructor at
Braeburn Farm in Snow Camp, North
Carolina. She is a USDF Certified
Instructor through Fourth Level and is
an active competitor from Training Level
through Grand Prix. She specializes in
working with young horses. She and
her husband, Jonathan, live in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, and have one son,
Daniel. (elizasydnordressage.com)

This is the feeling of effortlessness
that you get when watching Charlotte
and Valegro. You will no longer have to
think so hard about how to do it, and
it will come much more naturally and
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Thank You
to Our Sponsors
Lexus of Lincoln
Nebraska Hematology-Oncology
Hott Horse Shows
Kathy Lewis Consulting
Mountain Rose Horsemanship
Providence Farm
S&L Ranch
Still Waters Ranch
Stricklett and Associates
Urban Equine Events
Interested in sponsoring NDA?
Contact Gracia:
graciarae@yahoo.com
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DARE TO BE
SPONTANEOUS

LX

GX

RX

In the Lexus LX, RX and new 2014 seven-passenger GX, you don’t have to decide between style
and utility. Between luxury and capability. Technology that helps you on roads both paved and
unpaved. You simply get it all—the utility, capability and connectivity to elevate any adventure.

DEALER TAG AREA - KEYLINE DOES NOT PRINT

Options shown. ©2013 Lexus.
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lexus.com #LexusLUV

